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1 Introduction

Lorentz invariance is the cornerstone that both the Standard Model (SM) of elementary
particle physics and General Relativity rest on. However, underlying theories such as
strings [1–3] or loop quantum gravity [4, 5] as well as models that exhibit small-scale
spacetime structures [6–10] could result in violations of this symmetry at very high en-
ergies (e.g., the Planck scale). Since, in general, a violation of Lorentz symmetry leads
to modified particle properties such as energy-dependent and/or direction-dependent dis-
persion relations and field equations (see, e.g., refs. [11–14]) its effects can be observable
at energies far below the Planck energy where Earth-based experiments or astrophysical
observations are performed. Clearly, a detection of LV would arguably be the most as-
tounding discovery in fundamental physics since the establishment of quantum mechanics
and relativity around one century ago.

Deviations from Lorentz invariance are commonly quantified in the effective field theory
framework called the Standard-Model Extension (SME) [15–17]. Within the SME (in
the absence of gravity), LV is described by background fields in spacetime that arise as
vacuum expectation values of tensor-valued fields in a fundamental theory. The latter
are nondynamical and are contracted with field operators in such a way that coordinate
invariance is maintained. The background fields give rise to preferred spacetime directions
and the strength of LV is parameterized by controlling coefficients. Importantly, since LV
is assumed to originate from very high energies, the operators of the SME are manifestly
SU(2)L gauge-invariant. Since a violation of CPT invariance implies LV within effective
field theory [18], both types of violations are connected to each other and all CPT -violating
operators, which are coordinate-invariant, are automatically contained in the SME.
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A multitude of tests of Lorentz invariance have been carried out over the past decades.
These range from table-top precision experiments with atomic clocks to astrophysical ob-
servations of ultra-high-energy cosmic rays, photons, and neutrinos (see, e.g., refs. [19–21]
for an overview). As a conclusive signal of LV has not been found so far, the experiments
have led to constraints on controlling coefficients of the effective operators of the SME,
which are compiled in (yearly updated) data tables [22].

Even though the SME is SU(2)L-invariant (like the Lorentz-invariant SM Effective
Theory [23]), the bounds of ref. [22] are given in the broken theory in which, e.g., left-
handed charged leptons and neutrinos are independent fields. In this article, we study how
different experimental limits on LV are related via SU(2)L invariance. We correlate the
charged-lepton sector to the neutrino sector and vice versa and show, in particular, that
one can infer constraints on LV for neutrinos from associated constraints in the charged-
lepton sector. This approach leads to potential sensitivities based on existing experimental
limits. For that purpose, we will start with the minimal SME that involves operators of
mass dim-3 and 4 only and, subsequently, include dim-5 operators. This consideration will
demonstrate that LV in the neutrino sector, as studied in the context of the former OPERA
excess [24] and recently deduced from data on IceCube neutrino events in refs. [25, 26],
would imply LV for charged leptons that clashes with existing experimental constraints.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 gives a brief introduction to the SME
fermion sector and states the properties that are essential for our analysis. In section 3 we
apply the argument based on SU(2)L invariance to coefficients of the minimal neutrino and
charged-lepton sector. Section 4 presents the implications of this procedure for the afore-
mentioned analysis of time-of-flight data of ultra-high-energy IceCube neutrinos. Finally,
we conclude in section 5. Details that are worthwhile mentioning, but not necessary to un-
derstand the contents of the main body of the paper, will be relegated to appendices A, B.
Natural units with ~ = c = 1 will be used unless otherwise stated.

2 Lepton sector of the SME

As motivated in the introduction, LV is usually assumed to occur at very high energies. The
effective framework valid at low energies, the SME, includes LV operators of mass dim-3
and 4, classified in ref. [16] for all particle sectors but gravity, which is considered in ref. [17].
Operators of mass dimensions larger than 4 can be found in ref. [27] for photons, in ref. [28]
for neutrinos, and in ref. [29] for Dirac fermions. Respecting SU(3)c × SU(2)L ×U(1)Y , we
have the following Lorentz-violating modification of the lepton sector:1,2

L = 1
2
∑
Ψ

ΨA[(ĉΨ)µνABi∂ν − (âΨ)µAB]γµΨB + H.c. (2.1)

1In order to have local invariance under SU(3)c×SU(2)L×U(1)Y , the partial derivatives in the Lagrange
density need to be suitably promoted to covariant derivatives [30, 31]. Our argument relies on global gauge
invariance in the lepton sector, i.e., we consider the free Lagrangian and neglect all Lorentz-violating terms
in interactions and the pure gauge sector.

2Note the connection to L(d)
lepton,D of table XVII in the recent paper of ref. [31] that complements the

minimal (gravitational) SME by including higher-derivative contributions.
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with Ψ ∈ {L,R} where L (R) is the left-handed (right-handed) lepton SU(2)L doublet
(singlet)

LA =
(
νA
`A

)
L

, RA = (`A)R . (2.2)

The subscripts L, R in the latter label chirality. Flavour indices are denoted by capital
Latin letters (e.g., A ∈ {e,µ, τ}). Furthermore, (âΨ)µAB and (ĉΨ)µνAB are understood as
generalizations of the LV coefficients within the minimal SME [15, 16]. They can be
written as infinite series involving four-derivatives:

(âΨ)µAB =
∑
d≥3
d odd

a
(d)µα1...αd−3
Ψ,AB (i∂α1) . . . (i∂αd−3) , (2.3a)

(ĉΨ)µνAB =
∑
d≥4
d even

c
(d)µνα1...αd−4
Ψ,AB (i∂α1) . . . (i∂αd−4) . (2.3b)

Here, a(d)µα1...αd−3
Ψ,AB and c(d)µνα1...αd−4

Ψ,AB are controlling coefficients (equivalent to Wilson coef-
ficients) that are associated with field operators of mass dim-d. The operator in eq. (2.3a)
(eq. (2.3b)) is C -odd (C -even) [22] which implies that the coefficients enter with opposite
(same) signs in the dispersion relations of fermions and antifermions (cf. refs. [29, 32]). As
the operator has an odd (even) number of Lorentz indices, it is also CPT -odd (CPT -even),
i.e., it generates (no) CPT violation. Note that since the neutrino is contained within the
lepton doublet, any modification of neutrino properties also affects charged leptons.3

3 Connection between neutrino and charged-lepton coefficients

The Lagrangian of eq. (2.1) gives rise to the following modified field equations for left-
handed neutrinos and charged leptons:

0 =
{

i�∂δAB +
[
(ĉL)µνABi∂ν − (âL)µAB

]
γµ
}

(νB)L , (3.1a)

0 =
{

i�∂δAB +
[
(ĉ`)µνABi∂ν − (â`)µAB

]
γµ

+
[
(d̂`)µνABi∂ν − (b̂`)µAB

]
γ5γµ

}
`B , (3.1b)

with

(â`)µAB = 1
2
[
(âL)µAB + (âR)µAB

]
, (3.2a)

(b̂`)µAB = 1
2
[
(âL)µAB − (âR)µAB

]
, (3.2b)

(ĉ`)µνAB = 1
2
[
(ĉL)µνAB + (ĉR)µνAB

]
, (3.2c)

(d̂`)µνAB = 1
2
[
(ĉL)µνAB − (ĉR)µνAB

]
, (3.2d)

3Similar arguments relying on SU(2)L gauge invariance were also employed in refs. [33, 34], although in
the context of LV beyond the SME.
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where the superscript ` stands for charged lepton. In the following, we will assume that the
mass and the interaction eigenbasis for both charged leptons and neutrinos are identical,
which can always be achieved if the latter are massless. Furthermore, we will neglect
flavour-violating effects in the charged-lepton sector (A 6= B) where the related constraints
would be weak due to missing interference with the SM contributions.

According to eq. (3.2), any modification in the neutrino sector implies LV in the
charged-lepton sector. The converse only holds when left-handed charged leptons are mod-
ified, i.e., in case of nonvanishing operators (âL)µAB, (ĉL)µνAB. We will mainly deal with
the setting (âR)µAB = (ĉR)µνAB = 0. In addition, it is interesting to consider the scenario
(âL)µAB = (âR)µAB, (ĉL)µνAB = (ĉR)µνAB, which can be realized within left-right (LR) symmet-
ric models [35] if the LR breaking scale is below the LV scale. In what follows, we will infer
new potential sensitivities from already existing ones at the cost of taking a series of as-
sumptions such as the absence of fine-tuned cancelations between different LV coefficients.
These new sensitivities show the extend to which current experiments are able to probe
physics at the Planck scale possibly affecting the flavour-offdiagonal charged-lepton sector
and the flavour-diagonal neutrino sector.

Let us start with the minimal SME with the dim-3 coefficients (aL,R)µAB, (a`)µAB, (b`)µAB
as well as the dim-4 coefficients (cL,R)µνAB, (c`)µνAB, (d`)µνAB. Left-handed modifications in the
neutrino sector that are constrained4 from the absence of LV signals in neutrino oscillations
(see table 4 of appendix A) imply potential sensitivities for LV in the flavour-off-diagonal
charged-lepton sector that are given in tables 1, 2. Note that in LR-symmetric scenarios,
the values for (a`)µAB and (c`)µνAB have to be multiplied by a factor of 2 while no sensitivities
for (b`)µAB and (d`)µνAB can be obtained. Constraints on the coefficients in tables 1, 2 could
have been determined previously directly only from processes that exhibit charged-lepton
flavour violation. However, these bounds would supposedly be rather weak, as associated
decay rates are expected to be suppressed by the square of the LV coefficient considered.

In an analog manner, limits on LV in the charged-lepton sector imply estimated sen-
sitivities for neutrinos. It is known that the dim-3 coefficients (a`)µAA in the absence of
gravity are unobservable in experiments that involve a single lepton flavour only, as they
can be removed by a field redefinition [15, 16]. Therefore, there are no constraints on
(a`)µAA (see, e.g., tables S2, D6 in ref. [22] for electrons).5 So we must resort to the dim-3
coefficients (b`)µAA (see table 5 in appendix A) to deduce potential sensitivities on (aL)µAA,
which are stated in the first part of table 3.

4Although these bounds originate from neutrino oscillations, in the spirit of ref. [28], no right-handed
sterile neutrinos are considered. Neutrino masses can be generated without introducing additional fields by
adding a Weinberg operator [36] to eq. (2.1).

5The six diagonal a` and aL coefficients cannot be removed simultaneously. A field redefinition acts on
spinor space in the same way for all a-type coefficients present. This means that removing an a coefficient
for a certain flavour, say the electron, will produce this coefficient (with the opposite sign) for the remaining
flavours (the muon and tau in this case). Therefore, it is the flavour-universal part that can be removed [15],
but differences like (a`)µee − (a`)µµµ could be constrained (which, to our knowledge, has not been done, yet).
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µ Re(a`)µeµ Re(a`)µeτ Re(a`)µµτ
T 5× 10−21 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−25 GeV
X 5× 10−21 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−24 GeV
Y 5× 10−22 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−24 GeV
Z 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV —

Im(a`)µeµ Im(a`)µeτ Im(a`)µµτ
T 2× 10−20 GeV† 5× 10−20 GeV 3× 10−24 GeV�†

X 5× 10−21 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−21 GeV
Y 5× 10−22 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−21 GeV
Z 5× 10−20 GeV 5× 10−20 GeV —

å`eµ å`eτ å`µτ

5× 10−21 GeV — 5× 10−25 GeV

Table 1. Potential sensitivities of flavour-off-diagonal dim-3 vector-valued coefficients (a`)µAB in
the charged-lepton sector obtained from limits in the neutrino sector via SU(2)L invariance (see
appendix A for calculational details). All sensitivities are two-sided unless those with the symbol �
that are upper ones. Here we assumed that only left-handed charged-lepton fields are modified,
i.e., (aR)µAB = 0. Then the (unstated) sensitivities on (b`)µAB equal those on (a`)µAB . In the LR-
symmetric case, the values for (a`)µAB must be multiplied by a factor of 2 while no bounds on (b`)µAB
can be obtained. Whenever possible, the sensitivities were inferred from values listed in table S4 of
ref. [22] and the symbol † indicates data used from table D29 of the same reference. All values are
given in the standard Sun-centered inertial reference frame [22]. The index T stands for the time
component and {X,Y, Z} for the spatial components. The notation å`AB , etc. denotes isotropic
parts of the coefficients (see section IV.B in ref. [29] for their definition).

However, both dim-4 coefficients (c`)µνAA and (d`)µνAA are physical,6 and strict bounds on
them are given in ref. [22]. Taking advantage of this, we express (cR)µνAA, (cL)µνAA in terms
of the charged-lepton coefficients:

(cR)µνAA = (c`)µνAA − (d`)µνAA , (3.3a)

(cL)µνAA = (c`)µνAA + (d`)µνAA , (3.3b)

which allows us to constrain both (cL)µνAA and (cR)µνAA. Note that only (cL)µνAA is related
to LV in the neutrino sector, whereas (cR)µνAA modifies right-handed charged leptons. The
computed values are provided in the second part of table 3 and are based on the numbers
listed in table 5 of appendix A. Some of these limits are derived from bounds on linear
combinations of coefficients, stated in ref. [22] (see the definitions in tables P48, P49 of
the latter reference). In these cases, all coefficients are set to zero except for those that we
are interested in. This procedure is widely accepted, as it prevents unnatural cancelations

6Local gauge invariance couples eq. (2.1) to photons. Note that the flavour-universal part of the c coeffi-
cients can be mapped onto the dim-4 CPT -even nonbirefringent photon coefficients and vice versa [37, 38].
However, flavour-nonuniversal effects cannot be transformed to other sectors.
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µν Re(c`)µνeµ Re(c`)µνeτ Re(c`)µνµτ Im(c`)µνeµ Im(c`)µνeτ Im(c`)µνµτ
TT 5× 10−20 5× 10−18 3× 10−27 �† 5× 10−20 † 5× 10−18 3× 10−27 �†

TX 5× 10−23 5× 10−18 5× 10−28 5× 10−23 5× 10−18 5× 10−23

TY 5× 10−23 5× 10−18 5× 10−28 5× 10−23 5× 10−18 5× 10−23

TZ 5× 10−21 5× 10−17 — 4× 10−20 † 5× 10−17 —
XY 5× 10−22 5× 10−18 5× 10−24 5× 10−22 5× 10−18 5× 10−22

XZ 5× 10−22 5× 10−18 5× 10−24 5× 10−22 5× 10−18 5× 10−22

Y Z 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−24 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−22

XX 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−24 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−22

Y Y 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−24 5× 10−22 5× 10−17 5× 10−22

ZZ 5× 10−20 5× 10−17 — 2× 10−19 † 5× 10−17 —

Table 2. The same as table 1, but for the dim-4 two-tensor coefficients (c`)µνAB for charged leptons.
We assumed that the right-handed charged-lepton fields remain unmodified: (cR)µνAB = 0. The
unstated sensitivities to (d`)µνAB equal those to (c`)µνAB . For the LR-symmetric scenario, (c`)µνAB must
be multiplied by 2, whereas no bounds can be inferred on (d`)µνAB . The symbol † indicates data
used from table D30 of ref. [22].

between different types of LV. Whenever possible, we used the relations from table P49
of ref. [22] that would allow us to derive the sensitivities by setting as few coefficients to
zero as possible. These procedures imply that the obtained numbers must be interpreted
as estimated experimental sensitivities instead of strict constraints on LV.

Besides, some additional assumptions are taken. First, we assume cµν , dµν to be sym-
metric in the Lorentz indices, as effects related to antisymmetric combinations are usually
suppressed (see, e.g., the modified dispersion relation for the c coefficients given in ref. [39]
or classical-particle descriptions of LV at leading order in refs. [40–42]). Furthermore, we
assume cTT = 0 in the muon and tau sector for the bounds stated in ref. [39] because
of the following reason. The parameter space for a symmetric and traceless cµν is eight-
dimensional. An inequality for a combination of these coefficients rules out one half of
the parameter space separated by a seven-dimensional hyperplane. A sufficient number
of high-energy cosmic-ray or photon events coming from different directions can constrain
the coefficients within a bounded polytope in the parameter space. Negative values for
cTT cannot be constrained by considering just one particular type of exotic decay process
(e.g., photon decay). By taking cTT = 0, all one-sided bounds stated in ref. [39] are ren-
dered two-sided (see ref. [43], in addition). Similar arguments were also employed in other
analyses such as in ref. [44].

The sensitivities for (aL)µAA are valid when LV only affects left-handed charged leptons
while in the LR-symmetric case no sensitivities can be inferred for them. It is an advan-
tageous property of the c coefficients that sensitivities for (cL)µνAA can be obtained without
any additional assumptions. Therefore, we resort to the available charged-lepton sensi-
tivities in the second part of table 3, which is why several undetermined entries remain,
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d = 3 µ (aL)µee (aL)µµµ (aL)µττ
T 2× 10−27 GeV 2× 10−7 GeV† 2× 10−10 GeV†

X 2× 10−31 GeV 1× 10−25 GeV† 2× 10−10 GeV†

Y 2× 10−31 GeV 1× 10−25 GeV† 2× 10−10 GeV†

Z 2× 10−29 GeV 4× 10−23 GeV† 2× 10−10 GeV†

d = 4 µν (cL)µνee (cL)µνµµ (cL)µνττ
TT — — —
TX 1× 10−15 1× 10−11 † —
TY 1× 10−15 1× 10−11 † —
TZ 1× 10−17 1× 10−11 † —
XY 1× 10−17 — —
XZ 1× 10−18 — —
Y Z 1× 10−18 — —
XX 3× 10−15 — —
Y Y 3× 10−15 — —
ZZ 7× 10−15 — —

Table 3. Two-sided potential sensitivities on flavour-diagonal coefficients in the neutrino sector ob-
tained from the charged-lepton sector via SU(2)L gauge invariance (see appendix A for calculational
details). For the values for (aL)µAA we assumed that only left-handed fields are modified such that
(aR)µAA = 0. Note that the LR-symmetric scenario does not provide values for (aL)µAA while those
on (cL)µAA are independent of any assumption on the modification of right-handed charged leptons.

in particular, in the tau sector. In these cases there is not enough information available
on (d`)µνAA that allows us to compute (cL)µνAA. This observation poses a great motivation
for experimentalists to conceive experiments that look for d-type LV in the muon and
tau sector.

Moreover, the stringent bounds from flavour-diagonal charged leptons originate, e.g.,
from high-precision experiments with electrons (such as Penning traps and spectroscopy;
see ref. [22]). Importantly, the inferred sensitivities for LV in neutrinos exceed some
of the known constraints by several orders of magnitude (cf. the constraints on the
flavour-universal, isotropic coefficients å(3) and c̊(4) in table S4 of ref. [22]), i.e., sensi-
tivity is gained in the flavour-diagonal neutrino sector. In this case, sensitivity for LV
for right-handed charged leptons approximately corresponds to that valid for neutrinos,
(cR)µνAA ≈ (cL)µνAA, showing that parity violation for this particular c-type background field is
highly suppressed.

A final caveat has to be given at this point. The minimal SME involves Yukawa-like
couplings between the Higgs and the lepton fields (see, e.g., the vector-valued coefficients
Iµ and the pseudovector-valued coefficients Jµ in eqs. (34), (37) of ref. [45]). Spontaneous
symmetry breaking can provide dim-3 operators in the low-energy limit that are propor-
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tional to the vacuum expectation value v of the Higgs field. These operators violate SU(2)L
invariance and throughout the manuscript it is assumed that Yukawa-like couplings of this
type are suppressed in comparison to the controlling coefficients of the free lepton sector.

4 Consequences for time-of-flight neutrino analysis

Neutrinos allow for precise tests of Lorentz invariance. Since they interact very weakly
and travel long distances before interacting, they are sensitive to any kind of background
that modifies their propagation properties. In fact, a broad series of searches for LV in the
neutrino sector has been carried out, see, e.g., [44, 46–66]. Over the last years the IceCube
experiment [67] has detected a collection of neutrinos with energies in the TeV and even
PeV regime [68–71], allowing for tests of Lorentz symmetry in previously uncharted regions.
A subset of the IceCube neutrino events is assumed to originate from gamma ray bursts
(GRBs) [72–74], opening up the possibility of testing LV by comparing photon and neutrino
arrival times [75, 76]. In fact, statistically significant hints for in-vacuo modified dispersion
relations for GRB neutrinos [25, 26, 77–79] as well as GRB photons [80–82] have been
exposed. However, as LV in the photon sector is too tightly constrained (see ref. [22]), it is
usually not considered to explain arrival time differences between different particle species.

In refs. [25, 26] it was shown that a modified dispersion relation for neutrinos of the form

E = E0

[
1± 1

2

(
E0
ELV

)]
, (4.1)

with E0 = |~p| ≡ p, where ~p is the spatial neutrino momentum, accounts for the data excep-
tionally well. Here, ELV is the characteristic energy scale associated with the fundamental
physics that may induce LV. The upper sign can refer to neutrinos and the lower one to
antineutrinos (or vice versa), meaning that neutrinos are superluminal, whereas antineutri-
nos are subliminal. Since IceCube cannot distinguish between neutrinos and antineutrinos,
it is unknown which sign holds for particles and which one for antiparticles. Superlu-
minal neutrinos7 [86–91] were already considered in the context of the former OPERA
anomaly [24].

The coefficients that lead to a modified neutrino dispersion relation with the same
energy-dependence as that given in eq. (4.1), are the dim-5 a coefficients. Since flavour
off-diagonal ones are strongly constrained by neutrino oscillations [66], we assume them
to be flavour-universal: (a(5)

L )ακλAB ≡ (a(5)
L )ακλδAB. Furthermore, considering a coordinate

frame where LV is isotropic, a(5)000
L ≡ å

(5)
L,0 and a

(5)0jj
L = a

(5)j0j
L = a

(5)jj0
L ≡ å

(5)
L,2/3 for

j = 1, 2, 3, the modified neutrino dispersion relation at first order in LV reads

E ' p
[
1 +

(̊
a

(5)
L,0 + å

(5)
L,2

)
p
]
, (4.2)

and we find the correspondence

± 1
2ELV

= å
(5)
L,0 + å

(5)
L,2 . (4.3)

7Note that superluminal particles are not necessarily in conflict with microcausality in theories with
broken Lorentz invariance as shown in ref. [32] for Dirac fermions and in refs. [83–85] for photons. Micro-
causality is valid as long as signals do not propagate outside of modified mass shells or light cones.
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In ref. [25] the value ELV = 6.5×1017 GeV was obtained as the energy scale where LV effects
are generated. The procedure was to fit a straight line through a sample of data points
which related the arrival time differences between GRB photons and high-energy cosmic
neutrinos with the neutrino energies. Details on this fit are presented in appendix B. The
energy scale derived in this way translates into the following values for the combination of
isotropic dim-5 a coefficients:

å
(5)
L,0 + å

(5)
L,2 = ±7.7× 10−19 GeV−1 . (4.4)

The latter numbers were also obtained in ref. [92]. Flavour-universal LV described by an
isotropic coefficient å(5) is constrained at the level of 10−18 GeV−1 (cf. table S4 in [22]).
Thus, the value of eq. (4.4) is not in conflict with existing constraints in the neutrino sector.

Restricting the dim-5 operator (âL)µAB to its flavour-universal and isotropic parts, we
obtain the following dim-5 coefficients in the charged-lepton sector:

å
(5)`
AB = 1

2
[̊
a

(5)
L,0 + å

(5)
L,2

]
δAB = b̊

(5)`
AB . (4.5)

The coefficient å(5)`
ee is tightly bounded in the ultra-relativistic limit (cf. ref. [29] and ta-

ble D7 in ref. [22]). There is a weaker two-sided constraint ranging from around 10−20 GeV−1

to 3 × 10−17 GeV−1 [93]. The latter is a consequence of the absence of photon decay
for 50 TeV photons originating from the Crab Nebula as well as the absence of vacuum
Cherenkov radiation losses at LEP. Much better constraints at the level of 10−25 GeV−1

were obtained via the absence of LV signals in the broad-band spectrum of the Crab Neb-
ula [94]. Detailed studies of the synchrotron radiation spectrum of the Crab Nebula even
improved these bounds by another two orders of magnitude [95, 96]. Last but not least,
remarkable bounds at the level of 10−34 GeV−1 were found by the absence of energy losses
of ultra-high-energy electrons that might be caused by LV [97]. This is why eq. (4.4) clashes
with existing limits for charged leptons.

A second argument showing that eq. (4.4) is in conflict with the detection of PeV
neutrinos was developed in ref. [92]. Superluminal neutrinos lose energy by emission of
electron-positron pairs via an intermediate Z boson if their energy is above a certain thresh-
old. If LV had the size quoted in eq. (4.4) for PeV neutrinos, the latter would have lost a
major part of their energy before being detected on Earth.8 However, eq. (4.5) applies to
both superluminal and subluminal neutrinos and therefore rules out an explanation of the
IceCube time lag via the dim-5 operator (âL)µAB.

5 Conclusions and outlook

In this paper we showed that SU(2)L gauge invariance of the SME allows us to esti-
mate sensitivities for LV in the flavour-diagonal neutrino sector from existing ones in the
charged-lepton sector. The inferred sensitivities are superior to those determined by ex-
periment. Furthermore, flavour-changing modifications of the charged-lepton sector, pre-
viously unconstrained, can be bounded via the neutrino sector. Due to a lack of bounds

8More details on such radiation processes can be found in refs. [28, 44, 97–100].
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on d coefficients for muons and taus, a larger number of coefficients (cL)µνµµ, (cL)µνττ remains
unconstrained. This finding provides motivation for determining experimental limits on
the muon and tau d coefficients such that compilations like table 3 can be complemented
in the future.

As a particular application, we used this method to assess the validity of an explanation
by LV of the arrival time difference between photons from GRBs and correlated neutrinos
detected by IceCube. While in this context superluminal neutrinos were already excluded
by electron-positron radiation via Z effects, we show that subluminal modifications of the
neutrino velocity are also in conflict with existing bounds. An analogous argument could
have ruled out a wide range of explanations for the OPERA anomaly [24], which was at
the level of 10−5.

However, note that our bounds could be avoided by using higher-dimensional operators,
e.g., a generalized Weinberg operator [36]:

L(7) = −a(7)µαβ
L,AB φ∗IφJεII′εJJ ′L̄

I′
A(i∂α)(i∂β)γµLJ

′
B , (5.1)

with the SM Higgs doublet φ, the totally antisymmetric Levi-Civita symbol εIJ , and SU(2)L
indices I(′), J (′). Here, LV originates from a CPT -violating interaction. However, modified
dispersion relations of neutrinos are only induced when the Higgs field acquires its vacuum
expectation value. Interestingly, a modification of the Weinberg operator similar to that of
eq. (5.1) was considered in ref. [101] with a two-tensor-valued background field. The latter
can be generated via a composite operator formed from two gradients of an additional scalar
isosinglet introduced into the SM. An analogous mechanism employing three gradients of
this scalar field is expected to generate the background field giving rise to a nonzero a(7)µαβ

L,AB .
Similar arguments like those put forward in this article resting on SU(2)L gauge invari-

ance link constraints between left-handed up and down-type quarks. Here, one can expect
to constrain modifications to up and charm quarks from Kaon mixing as well as the largely
unconstrained top-quark sector (see ref. [102] for a recent account on bounds from LHC
searches) from LV bounds from Bs-B̄s and Bd-B̄d mixing [3, 103] opening up interesting
future lines of research.
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A Details on deriving the sensitivities

We take the opportunity of stating further calculational details that are not of direct
importance for understanding the implications of our results stated in tables 1, 2, and 3 of
section 3. Under the assumption of (âR)µAB = (ĉR)µνAB = 0, the following connections arise
between operators in the neutrino and the charged-lepton sector:

(â`)µAB = 1
2(âL)µAB = (b̂`)µAB , (A.1a)

(ĉ`)µνAB = 1
2(ĉL)µνAB = (d̂`)µνAB . (A.1b)

Inverting the latter provides additional relations:

(âL)µAB = 2(â`)µAB , (A.2a)

(âL)µAB = 2(b̂`)µAB , (A.2b)

(ĉL)µνAB = 2(ĉ`)µνAB , (A.2c)

(ĉL)µνAB = 2(d̂`)µνAB . (A.2d)

While working in the minimal SME, let there be a certain set of two-sided constraints for
the vector and pseudovector coefficients in the neutrino and charged-lepton sector:

−X̃µ
AB < (aL)µAB < Xµ

AB , (A.3a)

−Ỹ µ
AB < (a`)µAB < Y µ

AB , (A.3b)

−Z̃µAB < (b`)µAB < ZµAB . (A.3c)

An analogous set of two-sided constraints shall exist for the two-tensor coefficients:

−X̃µν
AB < (cL)µνAB < Xµν

AB , (A.4a)

−Ỹ µν
AB < (c`)µνAB < Y µν

AB , (A.4b)

−Z̃µνAB < (d`)µνAB < ZµνAB . (A.4c)

For simplicity, we will employ the same variables to denote the bounds for vector and
two-tensor coefficients. The number of Lorentz indices allows for the distinction between
them. Imposing eqs. (A.1), we can infer new constraints for charged leptons from the
bounds on LV in the neutrino sector:

−1
2X̃

µ
AB < (a`)µAB <

1
2X

µ
AB , (A.5a)

−1
2X̃

µ
AB < (b`)µAB <

1
2X

µ
AB , (A.5b)
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New constraint Inferred from Table Ref.
Im(a`)Teµ |Im(aL)Teµ| < 4.2× 10−20 GeV D29(2) [54]
Im(a`)Tµτ Im(aL)Tµτ < 5.1× 10−24 GeV D29(4) [104]
Im(c`)TTeµ |Im(cL)TTeµ | < 9.6× 10−20 D30(4) [54]
Re(c`)TTµτ Re(cL)TTµτ < 5.8× 10−27 D30(6) [104]
Im(c`)TTµτ Im(cL)TTµτ < 5.6× 10−27 D30(6) [104]
Im(c`)TZeµ |Im(cL)TZeµ | < 7.8× 10−20 D30(4) [54]
Im(c`)ZZeµ |Im(cL)ZZeµ | < 3.4× 10−19 D30(4) [54]

Table 4. Coefficients on which new constraints can be inferred (first column), coefficients in the
neutrino sector from which the constraints were inferred (second column) along with the particular
tables of ref. [22] that the values were taken from (third column), and the original references (fourth
column). Only the bounds that are not stated in the summary tables of ref. [22] are given. Pure
laboratory experiments were prioritised over experiments involving cosmic neutrinos.

for the vector coefficients as well as

−1
2X̃

µν
AB < (c`)µνAB <

1
2X

µν
AB , (A.6a)

−1
2X̃

µν
AB < (d`)µνAB <

1
2X

µν
AB , (A.6b)

for the two-tensor coefficients. Note that the summary tables in ref. [22] list limits on the
absolute values of the LV coefficients. Hence, as long as we take sensitivities from these
particular tables, we will not have to make the distinction between X̃µ and Xµ, Ỹ µ and
Y µ as well as Z̃µ and Zµ (and analogously for the two-tensor-valued quantities). This also
implies that the situation is identical for the coefficients (a`)µAB and (b`)µAB (see eq. (A.1))
whenever we derive sensitivities from those listed in the summary tables. To infer the
sensitivities on the charged-lepton sector given in tables 1, 2 of section 3, we employ the
values of table 4 obtained from ref. [22].

To compute the sensitivities on the minimal (aL)µAA coefficients, we discard eq. (A.3b)
and only employ eq. (A.3c) to deduce

− 2Z̃µAA < (aL)µAA < 2ZµAA . (A.7)

Using the latter inequalities and the values of table 5 we are able to deduce the sensitivities
given in the first part of table 3 in section 3. For the minimal (cL)µνAA coefficients, we
choose the complete two-sided constraints of eqs. (A.4b), (A.4c) for the dim-4 charged-
lepton coefficients to infer new limits on LV in the neutrino sector. From eqs. (3.3) in the
main text we obtain

− (Ỹ + Z̃)µνAA < (cL)µνAA < (Y + Z)µνAA , (A.8a)

which together with table 5 serves as a base to derive the sensitivities in the second part
of table 3. Finally, all sensitivities stated in tables 1, 2, and 3 are rounded to the leading
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Inferred Experimental limit Original coefficients Table Ref.
(aL)Tee |bTee| < 10−27 GeV g̃T S2 [22]
(aL)X,Yee |bX,Yee | < 10−31 GeV b̃X , b̃Y S2 [22]
(aL)Zee |bZee| < 10−29 GeV b̃Z S2 [22]
(cL)TTee |cTTee | < 2.0× 10−16 c̃TT S2 [22]
(cL)TX,TYee |cTX,TYee | < 9.8× 10−16 c̃TX , c̃TY S2 [22]

|dTX,TYee | < 2.0× 10−28 b̃X , b̃Y S2 [22]
(cL)TZee |cTZee | < 9.8× 10−18 c̃TZ S2 [22]

|dTZe | < 2.0× 10−26 b̃Z S2 [22]
(cL)XYee |cXYee | < 9.8× 10−18 c̃Z S2 [22]

|dXYee | < 9.8× 10−24 d̃XY S2 [22]
(cL)XZ,Y Zee |cXZ,Y Zee | < 9.8× 10−19 c̃Y , c̃X S2 [22]

|dXZ,Y Zee | < 9.8× 10−24 d̃XZ , d̃Y Z S2 [22]
(cL)XX,Y Yee |cXX,Y Yee | < 3.3× 10−15 c̃Q, c̃−, c̃TT S2 [22]

|dXX,Y Yee | < 1.1× 10−23 d̃+, d̃− S2 [22]
(cL)ZZee |cZZee | < 6.6× 10−15 c̃Q, c̃TT S2 [22]

|dZZee | < 2.2× 10−23 b̃T , g̃T , d̃+, d̃Q S2 [22]
(aL)Tµµ |bTµµ| < 1.1× 10−7 GeV bT D23 [105]*
(aL)X,Yµµ |bX,Yµµ | < 4.8× 10−26 GeV b̌+X , b̌

+
Y D23 [106]

(aL)Zµµ |bZµµ| < 2.2× 10−23 GeV bZ D23 [106]
(cL)TTµµ cTTµµ = 0 assumption — [39]*
(cL)TJµµ |cTJµµ | < 10−11 |c| D24 [39]*

|dTX,TYµµ | < 2× 10−22 b̃X , b̃Y D23 [107]
|dTZµµ | < 1.1× 10−21 dZ0 D23 [106]

(cL)JKµµ |cJKµµ | < 10−11 |c| D24 [39]*
(aL)Tττ |bTττ| < 8.5× 10−11 GeV |bµ| D26 [108]*
(aL)Jττ |bJττ| < 8.5× 10−11 GeV |bµ| D26 [108]*
(cL)TTττ cTTττ = 0 assumption — [39]*
(cL)TJττ |cTJττ | < 10−8 |c| D26 [39]*
(cL)JKττ |cJKττ | < 10−8 |c| D26 [39]*

Table 5. Neutrino coefficients, on which new constraints can be inferred (first column), coefficients
in the charged-lepton sector from which the constraints were inferred (second column) along with
the particular coefficients (third column) and tables (fourth column) of ref. [22] that the values
were deduced from, and the original references (fifth column). Whenever possible, summary table
entries were prioritised over data table entries and bounds from pure laboratory experiments were
prioritised over astrophysical limits. Theory papers are indicated by an asterisk. Furthermore, J ,
K are generic spacelike indices. To avoid unnatural cancelations between coefficients, we chose
suitable combinations of lower and upper limits. For example, in mdZZ = (b̃T − g̃T + d̃+− d̃Q)/2 we
employed lower limits on g̃T , d̃Q to obtain upper limits on dZZ . Otherwise, from the existing positive
numbers in table S2 of ref. [22] we would have immediately deduced that dZZ = 0 for electrons.
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Figure 1. Linear fit presented in ref. [25] to arrival time differences between GRB-neutrinos
and -photons measured by IceCube. The vertical axis shows the observed arrival time difference
corrected by the redshift factors (1 + z)−1 of the GRBs in consideration (to take into account the
expansion of the universe). The horizontal axis displays the K factor of eq. (5) in ref. [25] where a
sign s is taken into account for the late events. Both high-energy TeV events and four PeV events
are shown in the plot.

significant digit, as the latter contains the essential information for such minuscule numbers.
In principle,

− (Ỹ + Z)µνAA < (cR)µνAA < (Y + Z̃)µνAA , (A.8b)

could provide new bounds on right-handed charged leptons as a side effect, but we do not
intend to take this possibility in consideration.

B Fit to neutrino time-of-flight data

The linear fit obtained in ref. [25] and leading to the value quoted in eq. (4.4) of section 4
is reprinted in figure 1. While this plot is intriguing, our arguments on SU(2)L gauge
invariance developed in the main body of the text clearly demonstrate that LV in the
neutrino sector cannot suitably explain why the data points exhibit the behavior found in
figure 1. A conventional reason for the goodness of the linear fit could be that the statistical
spread of neutrino emission times (with respect to the emission times of photons) increases
with neutrino energy.

Furthermore, clustering all delayed events in a single quadrant and the early events
in the opposite one leads to a bias and automatically implies a straight line with positive
slope. A plot of the absolute values along both axes is likely to reduce the significance of
the finding. A related (though not equivalent) problem based on the clustering of events
in opposite quadrants was one of the causes for the (false) announcement of the discovery
of LV in polarization data of radio waves from quasars more than 20 years ago [109].
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A subsequent reanalysis of the data (see, e.g., ref. [110]) showed that the polarization data
did not exhibit a signal for LV.

Restrictions on the evolution of ultra-high-energy cosmic-ray sources actually disfavor
active galactic nuclei and GRBs as being the sources of PeV neutrinos [71]. Even if the PeV-
scale IceCube neutrinos did originate in GRBs, uncertainties on the differences between
neutrino and photon emission times remain due to the model-dependent neutrino emission
rates of GRBs [111, 112].

Open Access. This article is distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons
Attribution License (CC-BY 4.0), which permits any use, distribution and reproduction in
any medium, provided the original author(s) and source are credited.
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